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Just So Stories

by Rudyard Kipling
adapted by Aurand Harris

Time: When the World was so new-and-all
Place: In, near, and not too far from a cave

Story One: THE CAT WHO WALKED BY HIMSELF
DJINN, A Spirit of Magic MAN
CAT WOMAN
DOG BAT, a voice
HORSE

Story Two: HOW THE CAMEL GOT HIS HUMP
DJINN HORSE
MAN CAMEL
DOG

Story Three: HOW THE FIRST LETTER WAS WRITTEN
TAMMY WOMAN
MAN CAVEWOMAN
DJINN CHIEF
STRANGER CAVEMAN

CAST
The Djinn ......................... Mike Nash
The Dog .......................... Mike Tucker
The Horse ......................... Mick Madonna
The Man ......................... Squeak Henderson
The Cat ......................... Chris Marshall
The Woman ....................... Linda Preiss
The Camel ....................... Bob Harris
Taffy ............................. Mary Eimer
The Stranger ...................... Steve Stokes
The Neighbor ..................... Debbie Arnold
The Chief ......................... Wes Robertson

PRODUCTION STAFF
Assistant Director ............ Cheryl Frankenbach
Designer & Technical Director ... Wes Robertson
Stage Manager .................. Rena Blechle
Set Construction ............. Linda Menkhue, Mary Eimer,
                           Rena Blechle, Steve Stokes, Janet Jinkerson,
                           Bob Harris, Chris Marshall, Jim Arnold, Debby
                           Arnold, Mark Dvorsky, Cheryl Frankenbach
Costumes ....................... Mary Jedlicka
Sound ............................ Christy Frankenbach
Lights ......................... Janet Jinkerson, Jim Arnold
Follow Spots .................. Jill Schneider, Linda Menkhue
Properties & Running Crew ... Mark Dvorsky, Rena
                           Blechle, Debbie Arnold, Cheryl Frankenbach
Scenic Background ............ Bob Harris
Ushers ......................... Butch Crutchfield, Julie Hawkins, June
                           Ice, Jeff Cissell

Produced by special arrangement with The Anchorage Press of New Orleans, La.

COMING EVENTS

November 18: Film Series—"Long Days Journey Into Night"
7:30 p.m., Academie Building, Lecture Hall 3, $1.

November 21: Band Concert, 8 p.m., Fine Arts Theatre.

November 30: Jazz Lab Band Concert, 8 p.m., Fine Arts Theatre.

December 8-9: Chamber Singers' French Noel Dinner Show,
7 p.m., Brophy's in the Student Center. $6.50 per person.
Reservations required.